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3. NOTES


Important points are identified by this icon. Please read them carefully:



The new features/services are identified by this icon:
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4. INTRODUCTION
SkyFile Mail: Secure, reliable & cost-effective messaging
SkyFile Mail is a messaging and compression tool that allows users to send reliable and cost-effective
emails, e-faxes and SMS messages. Suitable for users at sea, on land and in flight, our SkyFile Mail
provides two-way email, fax and SMS messaging on Inmarsat, Iridium, Thuraya and VSAT satellite
terminals.
SkyFile Mail is available in two versions: SkyFile Mail Entry, the popular, free messaging tool, and
SkyFile Mail Premium, which provides newly enhanced features for business users at a competitive
rate.
Simple to install, use and update, SkyFile Mail works on any desktop PC or laptop and is an ideal
messaging solution for crew and personnel emailing. SkyFile Mail is part of our portfolio of Marlink’s
value-added solutions.

SkyFile Mail key features at a glance


Data compression: SkyFile Mail compresses data by up to 90% with a WinZip-type feature,
significantly reducing connection time.



Full duplex mode: enables users to send & receive messages simultaneously.



Crash recovery: automatically retrieves emails if the data connection is interrupted.



Highly effective anti-virus, anti-spam filter and black & white lists block unwanted emails.
Users can create their own black & white list according to personal needs.



Automatic notification: alerts user to incoming emails.



Integrated BDU access command: it allows users to automatically start/stop the IP-session
from SkyFile Mail.



Multi-languages: provides 9 languages which can be used independently and simultaneously.



Least cost router: automatically selects the most cost-effective data transmission mode for
Inmarsat Fleet terminals according to usage (MPDS or ISDN).



Remote configuration tool: provides full control of all SkyFile Mail configurations, from billing
rates to sub-account management.



SkyFile Mail prepaid: provides prepaid crew emailing functionality for Inmarsat and Iridium
maritime terminals.
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5. OVERVIEW: SKYFILE MAIL PREPAID
SkyFile Mail version 7.0 and higher offers greater flexibility for personal communications while creating
less work for the master. Benefit from our prepaid messaging functionality:






Versatility: use the same software for post-paid & prepaid messaging such as email, fax and
SMS via Inmarsat, Iridium and VSAT terminals.
Minimal administration: with our Universal Card™, users need only one card for phone and
email communications. Users can create their own prepaid sub-account
Flexibility: enables user to configure their own prepaid sub-account according to their needs and
budget.
No restriction in terms of volume or number of messages: customers can set their own
restrictions if required.
Transparent prepaid functionality: credit balance and remaining time are updated in real time.
Each user has access to their individual call logs.

6. MOBILE PREPAID ACCOUNTS, MYMAIL
With SkyFile Mail v7.5 and higher a new type of sub-accounts has been introduced: Mobile prepaid
account or MyMail. These accounts can be used on any vessel or mobile terminal, independent from
the master. Users benefit from being able to keep their email address even when moving to a different
location.
He can use for example the same email address when he leaves a ship and signs up on another. The
usage of a “MyMail Account” is similar to standard prepaid sub-accounts. The only difference is that a
MyMail account can only be used after the first prepaid-connection has been done, as the validity of the
account must be verified and confirmed. And the standard prepaid sub-account is linked to the master
account and cannot be transferred to another vessel. Writing and receiving em sails, tariffs and billing
is done in the same way as for standard prepaid accounts.
The user is registering an account name and gets a unique email address with the scheme:
[username].MyMail@skyfile.com

7. SKYFILE MAIL V8.00
With SkyFile Mail v8.00 and following versions, prepaid and MyMail accounts are usable over TCP/IP
making the service available over FleetBroadband, BGAN, SwiftBroadband and Thuraya IP.

8. SKYFILE MAIL V8.20
With SkyFile Mail v8.20 and following versions, prepaid and MyMail accounts can be used also with an
alternate email program like Microsoft Outlook, Outlook Express, Eudora, Thunderbird, etc. (SkyFile
Mail Premium only)

9. SKYFILE MAIL V9.00
SkyFile Mail v9.00 provides to the master a new and simpler configuration-tool for prepaid dial-in making
the selection of the device used for Prepaid calls much more easier.
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10. SKYFILE MAIL PREPAID – MASTER ACTIVATION
10.1 PREREQUISITES
To use SkyFile Mail prepaid:


The service must be activated on the SkyFile Mail server.
Please contact your Service Provider or our Customer Care.



At least, one sub-account (master or administrator sub-account) must be created.
o If you use SkyFile Mail prepaid on a SkyFile account where sub-accounts have been
previously activated and used please, directly go to point 1.2
o If you use SkyFile Mail for the first time, please follow those steps.

10.2 HOW TO CREATE A MASTER/ADMINISTRATOR SUB-ACCOUNT
To activate and to use SkyFile Mail in Prepaid mode, a master/administrator sub-account must be
created.
Please go to “subaccount”  “Subaccount configuration” “New”
Please complete relevant fields (at least description, subaccount name and password), as shown below:

Then press “OK”.
Please select this account as the “master subaccount”.
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SkyFile Mail is closed and restarted automatically to take into account the changes.
Please select the master/administrator account previously created, and enter the password.

Now you are able to activate SkyFile Mail prepaid functions.
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10.3 HOW TO ACTIVATE ON-BOARD SKYFILE MAIL PREPAID SERVICE

To activate SkyFile Mail prepaid service, please go to:
“Configuration”  “Account & Dial Parameters”  “Activate SkyFile Mail Prepaid services” (1).
Select “Prepaid options” (2).
Please configure “Prepaid” options.
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Access Mode
4 choices are offered to the user. To make the configuration easier, they are in correlation with
the connection set ups available in the “Account and dial parameters”.
o Always use active postpaid configuration (default)
o Always use the primary configuration
o Always use the backup configuration 1
o Always use the backup configuration 2



Mail exchange time
A maximum of 6 daily connections can be configured. Please configure the time when the
prepaid connections will be done. The connection to the server is fully automatic at the time
configured. Select the connection time accordingly with the vessel activity. Prefer a prepaid
connection when the business-activity of the vessel is reduced (during the night for instance).
With a correct configuration, you will avoid any problems or conflicts between the regular SkyFile
Mail and SkyFile Mail prepaid connections.
Of course, if 2 separate connexion-modes are used, this is not an issue.



Hourly prepaid dial-in
This selection makes “Mail exchange time” and “connect Prepaid after IP-based connections”
ineffective. Here a prepaid call is automatically initiated every hours.



Connect Prepaid after IP-based connections
This set up is the most convenient and the most cost-effective manner to make regular prepaid
dial-ins. To avoid a mix between postpaid and prepaid calls, two separated dial-ins are
performed successively over 2 different ports. First the system makes a postpaid dial-in, at the
end of the exchanges, the connection is dropped down. Then, the system generates
automatically a second connection to the prepaid server and the exchanges start.



Prepaid users are allowed to initiate mail exchange.
In case of urgency, a prepaid user can induce a dial-in manually at any time (if this option is
activated by the master). This option is subject to an additional fee of 1 unit to 3 units depending
of the terminal used. If there are no outgoing mails, the user will be informed that the dial-in will
be subtracted from his prepaid credit.
The immediate dial-in button is disabled if the prepaid-user has not enough credit at least for
the additional fee.



Allow self-registration
If selected, the crew-member is able to create and configure his own SkyFile Mail prepaid subaccount.



Attachments generally disallowed for prepaid accounts
This option allows the captain to give access to the prepaid services without attachments.
Generally this option is used when the crew-members have an unlimited access to emails.
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10.4 HOW THE MASTER CAN CREATE A PREPAID ACCOUNT
If the “Self-Registration” option is disallowed, prepaid sub-accounts must be created by the master or
the SkyFile Mail administrator.
To create a new prepaid sub-account, please go to “Subaccount”  “Subaccount configuration”, and
then select “New”. Please fill-out the following fields:





Description: this is the prepaid sub-account-name which will appear just before the mail
address <Jack Sparrow> sparrow.mymail@skyfile.com
Sub-account name: this is the sub-account address which will be linked with the main SkyFile
Mail account.
Password: In prepaid-mode, the password is mandatory. The password must be communicated
to the prepaid user. It is mandatory to open the prepaid sub-account.
Then select “prepaid” or “New MyMail portable prepaid account”.

Prepaid sub-account has been successfully created. Now you need to configure it.
10.5 HOW THE MASTER CAN CONFIGURE A PREPAID SUB-ACCOUNT
To configure a prepaid sub-account, please select it in the SkyFile Mail log-in page.
From the SkyFile Mail master sub-account, please go to “subaccount”  “change subaccount/log-off”




Please select the prepaid sub-account in the “prepaid sub-accounts” list.
Enter the prepaid sub-account password.
Confirm the sub-account password.

Now you can configure the sub-account profile of the crew-member or the passenger.
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11. CREATION OF A PREPAID ACCOUNT BY A CREW-MEMBER
11.1 CREATION & ACTIVATION
Definition: a “standard prepaid account” is linked with the vessel-account.
This prepaid account cannot be used on another vessel.
To create your own SkyFile Mail prepaid account, the option “self-registration” must be activated by
the master or by the administrator of the system.

Select “New Prepaid subaccount”.
Please enter your account name into the first field (you are allowed to enter 15 alpha-numeric
characters maximum. Dots are not allowed).

Select “Create new standard prepaid account”.
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Note: Standard prepaid account is linked with the master account. It can only be used in one location,
and this is the same as the current master account. It can be used immediately but cannot be transported
to another vessel. If you want to use your prepaid-account on another vessel, please create a MyMail
account. MyMail functions are described point 4 of this document.
Example:
If the SkyFile Mail master account name is = Victoria-star
Your sub-account-name = bobthefisher
Your prepaid email-address will be = bobthefisher.victoria-star@skyfile.com

11.2 PREPAID ACCOUNT CONFIGURATION
Now you can configure your prepaid account freely. The following steps are very important for you and
the security of your data.
All following options allow you to secure and filter the usage of your SkyFile Mail prepaid account.
Thanks to the configuration menu you can filter incoming emails and prevent all unwanted incoming or
unauthorized emails.
All the following parameters can be changed and adapted to your personal needs. They can be adapted
and modified whenever you wish.

11.2.1 Real name and password
First, enter your “Real Name” (this is the name which will be displayed just before your email address
on the mail received on shore).
For instance “Bob Thefisher <bobthefisher.victoria-star@skyfile.com>"
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Now create your password.
Your password can be changed whenever you want. To prevent misuse of your mailbox (hacking), it is
strongly recommended to select a “not-easy-to-find” password. Please avoid your first-name or your
name or nick-name.
The password must contain 6 to 8 characters.
11.2.2 Sub-account configuration








Own email address: This is your personal SkyFile Mail prepaid email address. It must be used
together with our Universal Card.
Change password: Your password has been already created. If you want to change it, please
click here.
Primary PIN code: please enter a valid Universal Card PIN code (12 digits).
Secondary PIN code: you can enter a second valid Universal Card PIN code. The credit of
both cards will be cumulated. In case of long transmission, the transmission-time is decremented
from the primary PIN code, followed by time-subtraction on the secondary PIN code. With this
function you avoid connection drop-down in case of long incoming and/or outgoing emails.
PIN code history: PIN codes already used or error messages are displayed in this field.
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Options available with all SkyFile versions
-

-

Reception of emails allowed: if selected, you can receive simple emails from the terrestrial
side.
Reception of attachments allowed: if selected, you can receive simple emails AND attached
files from the terrestrial side.
o If this option is disabled, you receive the text of the email only. Files
attached are removed. An attached-notification informs you that an
attached file has been removed.
Sending attachments allowed: if selected, you can send attached files to the shore.



Options available only with SkyFile Mail Premium
- HTML formatted emails allowed (POP3/SMTP): if selected, you can receive emails in HTML
format.
- Keep a copy of all SMTP/POP3 emails in SkyFile: if selected, a copy of incoming and
outgoing emails is kept in SkyFile Mail and in your alternate email program.
- Deliver a log via POP3 for sent emails: if selected, a short notification is delivered in your
alternate email program when the emails are sent to the shore over the air.



Mail size = this parameter defines the maximum volume of shore-to-ship AND ship-to-shore
emails and/or attached files accepted.



Black & white list =
“Black” entries define terrestrial email addresses or just domain-names, which are restricted to
send messages to the terminal.
To filter an email-address or a domain-name, please insert it as follows:
“- spam@yahoo.com” or “- @yahoo.com”
“White” entries define terrestrial email addresses or just email domains, which are allowed to
send messages to the terminal. If a “White” entry exists, all other email addresses are
automatically “black”, e.g. restricted.
To allow an email-address or a domain-name, please insert it as follows:
“+myfriend@orange.fr” or “+@mycompany.us”
Black and white entries/lists can even be mixed.

Note: Using black & white list is a very efficient way to protect yourselves against unwanted emails you
should receive. By defining authorized email addresses or domain names you are sure to pay only for
emails you want to receive.
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Following the first connection to the SkyFile server your prepaid account is updated and ready to be
used. Please see the example below:

1. Remaining credit: 2041 units
2. PIN code history
3. All types of emails can be received & sent
4. Black & white list
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12. HOW TO USE YOUR SKYFILE MAIL PREPAID ACCOUNT
SkyFile Mail software provides you a very simple and user-friendly interface.
12.1 MAIN MENU OVERVIEW
SkyFile Mail can be split into 5 main sections:


Section1 = Main tool-bar. All parameters of the tool-bar are detailed and explained in the
chapter 3.2



Section2 = Mail part. It contains your emails, faxes and SMS (incoming, outgoing and to be
sent). This part can be displayed in “split-view” (outgoing and incoming mailboxes) or “Unified
view” (like the example below). To change this configuration, please click with the right mouse
on the left part of the window.



Section3 = Personal menu. On the left-side of the window, you can find your personal folders.
You can customize this part and add subfolders.



Section4 = Editor. In the Editor part you can read your incoming or outgoing emails.



Section5 = Dial-in information. In the bottom line of the screen, the next automatic dial-in time
is displayed. Dial-in times are set by the master or SkyFile Mail administrator.

12.2 GENERAL PARAMETERS


"New mail": prepare a new email.



“Open”: Open selected email.



"Answer": enables you to write and/or send an answer to a received message to the sender's
address (and/or another Internet address). Per default, the original email is quoted in the
answer-mail. If you want to change the default, please deselect the item "Configuration"->"Quote
mail in answer".
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"Answer all": to send an answer back to the sender and to all the other recipients of the original
message.



"Forward”: to send a received message to one or several other recipients in the address book
or to other Internet addresses.



"Delete": deletes one or more selected messages in the message list with all attachments.
Deleted files will be stored in the "recycle bin" archive for a defined period. Alternatively you can
use the Del key (with Shift+Del no confirmation of the deletion is requested).



"Search”: to search for text-strings within the selected archives. If you select the topmost item
in the archive window on the left side, all archives will be scanned.



"Configure prepaid subaccount": to change your prepaid sub-account parameters.



"Send SMS": to enter a short text message (SMS, up to 160 characters) to a GSM-mobile
phone. The recipient can easily respond to this SMS by using the “Reply”-function of his phone.



"Address book": to enter, organize, manage and delete email addresses, SMS and Fax
numbers.



"Log-off".

The top/right window of the message list gives an overview on the current status of the messages:
Messages to be sent (“out”), messages which were already sent (“sent”) or received (“in”). The new
messages are kept until the data exchange has been started (see "Dial now"). Received but unopened
messages are shown in bold characters.
A click on an arbitrary title changes the sorting of the messages in the message list. A click on the right
mouse key displays a context menu in which a file can be deleted, opened or resent.
12.3 COLUMNS IN THE MESSAGE LIST:
The "Time" column gives the local time of the email as indicated by your system clock. The European
date format is used: day, month, year (this is not the date given in the date line of the email header!).
The "Type" column show whether a message was received sent or is to be sent.
The contents of the "Remark" column can be changed as required with a right-mouse click and "change
remark…". For SMS and faxes, the column contains already the indication “FAX” or “SMS” and the
respective delivery status.
The "Address" column either contains the terrestrial email address or a name if known.
The "Size" column shows the size of the message including all attachments. A leading "*" indicated,
that a file has been attached.
The “Units” column shows the number of units which are decremented from your Universal Card for
each message.
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12.4 CREATE A NEW EMAIL
To send a new email, please open a new creation window and write your text.

If you need to send an attachment, please click on “Add” then select the file.
Now your email is ready to be sent. Please, click on “Send”
Your email is stored in the SkyFile Mail sending-queue. It will be sent at the time displayed in the part5
of SkyFile Mail main screen.
12.5 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1 - Remaining credit is displayed in the top-bar of the SkyFile Mail main screen. Remaining credit is the
exact credit which was on your Universal Card at the end of the previous SkyFile Mail dial-in.

Note: If a phone-call has been terminated after the last SkyFile Mail dial-in, the displayed credit is
inaccurate. The credit-information will be updated during the next prepaid dial-in.

2 - This is the exact number of units which will be deducted from your Universal Card.
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12.6 HOW TO SEND A SHORT MESSAGE (SMS)
From the message list you can send short messages to GSM mobiles.
Select "Send SMS" in the "Message" menu.
We recommend that you use the international format for the destination number, e.g. +44 ... for a UK
GSM number. By pressing “Send” the SMS will be stored in the outgoing mailbox to be delivered with
the next data exchange. You will later receive a positive or negative delivery confirmation. 1

12.7 HOW TO RECEIVE A SHORT MESSAGE (SMS)
The recipient of the SkyFile Mail SMS can easily answer by using the “Reply” function of his GSM mobile.
The answer is then sent to the same number from where the SMS was received 2. This is the SkyFile
Mail SMS gateway number.
In order to initially send an SMS from a GSM mobile to a SkyFile Mail user, you have to enter “<SkyFileusername>: message-text” in the text and send it to the SMS gateway number; e.g. for an SMS to
maria@skyfile.com you need to send:
Maria: this is an SMS via SkyFile Mail
The SMS gateway number is usually +49 170 912 7629. It might be changed in the future in order to
improve SMS functions. Please contact our customer care in case you experience problems with this
number.

1

Please note that this confirmation only refers to successful transfer to the mobile network, not to actual receipt by the addressee.

2

To use this service, your GSM provider has to have an agreement with T-Mobile.
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13. HOW TO CREATE A MYMAIL ACCOUNT (MOBILE PREPAID ACCOUNT)
14. INTRODUCTION
With SkyFile Mail v7.5 a new type of sub-accounts has been introduced: Mobile prepaid accounts. These
accounts can be used on any vessel or mobile terminal, independent from the master. Users benefit
from being able to keep their email address even when moving to a different location. He can use for
example the same email address when he leaves a ship and signs up on another. The usage of a
“MyMail Account” only differs during the creation (MyMail account is usable only after the first prepaidconnection to the server as the validity of the account must be verified and confirmed) and movement
of the sub-account (standard prepaid account is linked with the master account and cannot be moved
to another account). Writing and receiving emails, tariffs and billing is done in the same way as for
standard prepaid accounts.

14.1 REGISTRATION OF A NEW MYMAIL ACCOUNT
14.1.1 MyMail account creation by self-registration
Definition: “MyMail” defines a mobile/transportable account. This account is not linked to the
vessel-account anymore. It can be create and use on a vessel and moved to another belonging to the
same company or not. MyMail is the easiest way to use the prepaid functions.
If self-registration of prepaid accounts is allowed by the master, you can use the function “New Prepaid
subaccount” in the SkyFile Mail login window.
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In the following dialogue-box, you can choose your new account name and select the option
“New MyMail Prepaid Account”.
After confirming the options with OK, you are informed about the possibility that the SkyFile server may
modify your chosen account name by attaching one or more digits at the end of the username.
The username “Santiago” may be modified to “Santiago7” if other similar usernames already exist.

In the following window “Prepaid account configuration” you need to specify your real-name, pin codes
and other account options, which are equal to standard prepaid accounts like mail size limit and black
& white list.
There is only one difference here in comparison to standard prepaid accounts: during the specification
of MyMail password, you also have to choose a secret question and the answer to it. This question and
answer can be used to contact our Customer Care to ask a forgotten MyMail password.
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After closing the options dialogue, you are informed that you are responsible for un-registration of your
account when you leave the ship, otherwise mails might be transferred to this ship for up to 7 days and
your prepaid card would be charged for these transfers.

Your new account must be validated by SkyFile server first. You can do the validation immediately or
wait for the next email exchange. If you select “yes”, an automatic connection will be done and your
account will be usable immediately.

14.1.2 MyMail account creation by the master
The master can create a MyMail account over the sub-account configuration window. He has to specify
the MyMail account name and a temporary password for it. No more options are available.
The user of the new MyMail account can now open the account in the login window by specifying the
password, the same “Prepaid Account configuration” window appears as during the self-registration
procedure.

14.1.3 MyMail Account creation from the SkyFile Remote Configuration web-tool
The IT-Manager or ship-owner can create a MyMail account from SkyFile Remote Configuration (on
shore). The procedure is described in the SkyFile Remote Configuration Manual.

14.2 REGISTERING AT THE SERVER
After the account creation the SkyFile Mail software will register the MyMail account at the server during
the next mail transfer. After the registration the account can be opened and used as any other SkyFile
Mail sub-account. The registration process might modify the username due to collisions with existing
usernames by attaching one or more digits. The real name is not affected by this modification.
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14.3 USING MYMAIL ACCOUNT
After successful registration of your MyMail account, it can be used the same way as standard prepaid
accounts. As long as the given credit allows it, mails can be sent and retrieved.
This will only stop if you do not login to your MyMail account at least within 7 days.
If you use SkyFile Mail v7.60 and higher, you can use your own language, independently of other users.
Below, “Santiago” has selected “Espanol”. Each time he will open his account, Spanish-language will
be automatically selected.
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15. MOVING TO ANOTHER VESSEL
15.1 LEAVING THE VESSEL
If you plan to move to another ship or account, you have to open the “Prepaid account configuration”
window and must click on “Suspend or delete MyMail account”.

In the following dialogue box you get two options:

After selecting the option, you have the possibility to use the backup function to store all your emails,
address book and account’s configuration to a storage device like an USB stick for instance. Now you
can move your data to the new location for further usage.
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This option is very interesting because it allows you to back up all your data and continue to use them
when you will be on the new vessel.
After selecting “YES” if you want to back up your data, the following box is displayed.

Select the correct folder where your USB stick or external hard-disk is and start the back-up operation.
To facilitate the recovery of the data, all files (emails, address book, configuration) are stored under a
unique folder holding the name of the MyMail account.
Your account is unregistered during the next mail exchange. No mails will be transferred to the SkyFile
client any more but SkyFile server is still accepting mails from the Internet and stores them in your
mailbox.
During the period where you are not onboard but onshore, mails can be viewed using SkyFile webmail.
15.2 AUTO RESPONDER
Before leaving the vessel do not forget to activate your auto-responder to inform your family & friends
that you are not available on this vessel anymore or during a certain period.
To activate the auto-responder go to “Configuration”  “Out of office”, enter your message and validate
by “Autoresponder active”. You can enter up to 200 characters.
The transfer of this message to SkyFile Server is free of charge.
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15.3 WEBMAIL
During the period where your MyMail account is suspended, you can still continue to consult your emails.
Thanks to SkyFile webmail you can read, answer, forward and delete your personal emails.
SkyFile webmail is accessible from any Internet Access (at home, from an Internet Café, etc…)
To access to your personal mailbox go to “https://webmail.skyfile.com”
In the username field enter your email address like “Santiago.mymail”
In the password field enter your personal password

SkyFile webmail allows you to check, read, forward your emails and to manage your auto-responder. If
the auto-responder was not activated when you were on board, you can do it from there.

Note: To avoid unnecessary charges, please do not forget to delete your emails after reading or
forwarding. Otherwise they will stay in your mailbox and they will be delivered to your MyMail account
when it will be activated again onboard a new vessel.
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15.4 ARRIVING ON A NEW SHIP
When you are on a new ship, you perform the same procedure as for creating a new MyMail account.
The only difference is the account type selection: the option “attach to existing MyMail prepaid account”
is selected instead of “New MyMail prepaid account”.

The following window invites you to use the restore function to rebuild your messages, addresses and
configuration from your last usage.

Follow the instructions to retrieve your data.
In the password window, you have to select the existing password as stored on the server, otherwise
moving the account is not possible.
The re-attaching might fail due to a wrong password or by misspelling the username. In this case you
are informed about the error and you have to redo the procedure.
If you have forgotten to unregister the account before leaving the previous ship, you are nevertheless
able to do the registration on the new ship if you have the necessary information. It is your risk that
during the movement mails might be transferred to the previous ship.
To retrieve a password which has been lost, you can contact our Customer Care (contacts are
mentioned at the end of this document). Please indicate the MyMail account name you are using to the
Customer Care representative.
The Customer Care representative will ask you the secret question you replied when you created initially
your MyMail account. If the answer given is correct, you will get your password.
When arriving on a new vessel, do not forget to de-activate your auto-responder.
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16. UN-REGISTRATION
If you want to stop using MyMail account, please open the “Prepaid account configuration” menu, choose
“Delete this account” and then “I will never use this account again”. If you confirm this selection, the
MyMail account will be deleted during the next connection. The backup function is not offered because
you declared to never use this account again.
The account name like “Santiago” is blocked for 12 months to prevent a privacy problem by receiving
emails intended to the former owner of the account.

17. MYMAIL OVER AN ALTERNATE EMAIL PROGRAM
SkyFile Mail Premium (v8.20 and higher) allows you to use an alternate email program to send and
receive your emails.
All standard programs can be used, like Microsoft Outlook, Outlook Express, Thunderbird, etc.

17.1 HOW TO CONFIGURE A MYMAIL ACCOUNT WITH THUNDERBIRD


Enter your name



Enter your full email address



Enter your password



Enter the local parameters (to get more details
about the full configuration, please consult the
dedicated user guide).
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Here is a typical POP3 configuration:



Here is a typical SMTP configuration:
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17.2 HOW TO SEND AN EMAIL FROM YOUR EMAIL PROGRAM
Prepare an email and send it, like usually. Your email is transferred to the SkyFile Mail engine. The
email is stored in the queue, waiting for the next dial-in.
When the dial-in is completed and when your email has been transferred to the shore-side, you receive
a notification. Be careful, this is an option which must be activated in your own prepaid configuration
menu.
The notification received in your mailbox confirms that the emails you have sent have been successfully
delivered to the shore.
Additionally it informs you about the number of units which have been deducted per email and it gives
you the remaining credit.
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18. NEED SUPPORT?
If you have any questions, please contact your Key Account Manager or Marlink Service Desk:

Email:

servicedesk@marlink.com

EMEA:

+33 (0)1 70 48 98 98

Americas:

+1 (310) 616-5594
+1 855 769 39 59 (toll free)

Asia Pacific:

+65 64 29 83 11
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